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Havel on word

• “slovo je úkaz tajemný, mnohoznačný, ambivalentní, zrádný.
Může být paprskem světla v říši tmy, jak kdysi nazval
Bělinskij Ostrovského Bouři, ale může být i smrtonosným
šípem. A co je nejhorší: může být chvíli tím a chvíli oním,
může být dokonce obojím současně!” (Slovo o slovu, 1133)

‘Word is a mysterious, ambiguous, ambivalent, and
treacherous phenomenon. It can be gleam in the kingdom of
darkness, as Belinsky once called Ostrovsky’s Storm as such,
but it can be even a deadly arrow. And worse still, it can be
sometimes one and sometimes the other, it can be even both
at the same time!’



By way of introduction:
Ptydepe

• A synopsis of the play
• A natural language is “not precise”, not scientific: minimum distinction between words

and word forms  (potkan vs. potkán, žena vs. ženu, posel vs. osel, “homonyms”) 
• What is Ptydepe
– Maximum differentiation between “words” (by at least 60% letters)
– “Encourages redundancies”
– Degrees of schematicity corresponds to degrees of structural complexity (gh ‘whatever’ and f 

reserved for another potentially more common meaning to appear in the future) (Perina, 155-156)

„Ra ko hutu d dekotu ely trebomu emusohe, vdegar yd, stro renu er gryk kendy, alyv zvyde
dezu, kvyndal fer tekynu sely. Degto yl tre entvester kyleg gh: orka epyl y bodur deptydepe
emete. Grojto af xedob yd, kyzem ner osonfterte ylem kho dent d de det detrym gynfer bro
enomuz fechtal agni laj kys defyj rokuroch bazuk suhelen. Gakvom ch ch lopve rekto
elkvestrete. Dyhap zuj bak gydalox ibem nyderix tovan gyp. Ykte juh geboj. Fys dep butrop
gh –“ 

 



Outline
• Central idea: Ptydepe as a device to accentuate how

language is used for power (esp. applicable to socialist
discourse and others)

• What the description of Ptydepe informs us of the
characteristics of language used to maintain power

• Outline
1. Ptydepe vis-à-vis natural language (Czech)  
2. What can be gleaned from the metalingustic account of

Ptydepe  
3. Common features between Ptydepe and socialist presidents’

discourse (cf. Fidler and Cvrček 2015 2017)
4. Question: Is Ptydepe illustrative only of socialist discourse?





1.  Ptydepe vis-à-vis natural language (Czech)

Ptydepe vs. Zipf’s word frequency distribution
• “sub-words”: a much flatter curve than expected from

a natural language
• “words”: a flat distribution (even less distinction between

semantically “fuller” words and function words (e.g. conjunctions, prepositions))

Ptydepe is an artificial language.
Discourse function of Ptydepe in the play: foregrounding
the most grotesque aspects of a natural language serving
power. 
 



Outline

1. Ptydepe vis-à-vis natural language (Czech)  
2. What can be gleaned from the metalingustic

account of Ptydepe  
3. Common features between Ptydepe and socialist

presidents’ discourse (cf. Fidler and Cvrček 2015,
2017)

4. Question: Is Ptydepe illustrative only of socialist
discourse?



2a. Metalinguistic account of Ptydepe  
How bureaucratic discourse categorizes reality (Perina)  

• “Precision” of Ptydepe is sensitive not only to commonly
distinguished functions (e.g. paf) (to be expected), but also to
– Anonymity of the speaker and hearer (agency)
– Relative ranking of the speaker and the hearer (hierarchy)
– when to use words (days on which certain words are allowed by a

lower-ranking speaker) to a higher-ranking speaker (hierarchy)
– Function related to probing vigilance of the hearer (assumes power

struggle)
– The nature of threat to the hearer (Non-serious or serious) (assumes

power struggle)

• Motivation for discussion on interjections
– Interjections inherently suppress agency and causation of events (Fidler,

forthcoming, on Czech onomatopoeia)
Events as though something happened on its own.



2b. Metalinguistic account of Ptydepe and how it
relates to language and power

Ptydepe
• The most common word means

“whatever”
• Impossible to translate texts from

a natural language to Ptydepe
(authors “not able to pin down/do
not agree on” what they mean)

• Extremely long texts

•. Use of Ptydepe ceases when it
spreads beyond the designated
genre (to genre of protest) (190)

 
 

What is indicated

1. The author opts out his/her
responsibility for the text.

a. Meaning in a text is malleable.
The author is free from
responsibility for the content.

b. Not clear what the text is
about. The author can hide
behind the cluttered text.

2. The main purpose of a text is to
maintain power rather than
challenging it.
 
 



Outline

1. Ptydepe vis-à-vis natural language (Czech)  
2. What can be gleaned from the metalingustic

account of Ptydepe  
3. Common features between Ptydepe and socialist

presidents’ discourse (cf. Fidler and Cvrček 2015,
2017)

4. Question: Is Ptydepe illustrative only of socialist
discourse?



3. Ptydepe and socialist discourse

• Analysis of presidential speeches by socialist
presidents vs. others (Fidler and Cvrček 2017)
– Predominance of words with modifier functions

(adjectives, gen sg)
• Differentiating functions
• Crowding the text

– Obfuscation of personal responsibility (1pl vs 1sg
forms)

– Language to maintain power



3a. Ptydepe vs. Socialist discourse
socialist presidential speeches are noun- and adjective-heavy:
low degrees of agency  (reporting what the situation is like rather
than who does what)



3b. Ptydepe vs. Socialist discourse
socialist presidential speeches are weak in agency [-person-marking]
(Fidler and Cvrček 2017)

The verbal nouns do not indicate agency:
(1a) Zajistit pokojný rozvoj a bezpečnost pro naši zemi.
‘To ensure calm development and safety for our country.’
(LS n1970)
(1b) […] upevňujeme demokratický politický řád a rozvíjíme naši mladou tržní
ekonomiku.
‘[…] [we] consolidate the democratic political order and develop our young
market economy.’
(VH n2003)   



3c. Parallel between Ptydepe vs. Socialist
discourse, summary

Socialist discourse
1. Stacking of modifiers  
2. Repeated modifiers and

semantic bleaching
3. Language to cover

responsibility, to maintain
power

4. Predominance of
(undefined) nominals 

Properties of Ptydepe

1. Crowded text, meaningless
components being inserted

2. Protest is not a
comfortable genre for
Ptydepe  

3. Agency is blurred
4. Meaning could be assigned

arbitrarily  (cf. the word f) 



4. Observations: Ptydepe serves as an extreme
illustration of language used to maintain power

Ptydepe shared many features with socialist discourse, but also exposes
defunct nature of the latter (untranslatability)
The relationship between language and power illustrated by Ptydepe goes
beyond specifically socialist discourse and power:
• Selective aspects of events (e.g. Van Leeuven 2008)
• Maintaining power by the majority against minorities (van Dijk: 1984: 40)
• Implications to “half-lies” (Havel) and ideological spins in media  (Fowler

1991)
• Cf. Havel’s account on the shared value system between East and West

(Havel 1999: 246, 321, discussed in Danaher 2015: 141)
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